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Are you prepared for the inevitable disaster? It may come in the form of an earthquake, a tornado,

or a bomb, but make no mistake about it. It will come. Recent history including Hurricane Sandy and

Hurricane Katrina should teach us that when the worst happens, we cannot depend on the

government. Therefore, you must depend on yourself. In this book you will learn: The best locations

to seek shelter when the need arises Food you should be storing now Growing fruits and vegetables

to feed your family Raising Livestock for long-term survival including the five must-have types of

livestock Caning food including pickling vegetables Meat preservation including brining your own

meat Self-defense and what to look for in survival weapons Do not delay? Get this book before it is

too late. When the inevitable happens, you may not have Internet access to look up the information.

Therefore, you need to prepare today by getting this book.
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I'm a nut for these kinds of books - not because I think the end of the world is coming any time soon,

but simply because I love seeing how much I can do for myself, and books like these provide a

great means of facilitating that.LOVED the specific instructions on canning, including canning

meats. That's a bit of a lost art, and its inclusion here was great!The main reason I didn't give the

book five stars was the fact that they didn't go into the same level of detail where energy systems

were concerned. It's possible to create your own solar panels and wind turbines, and these would

have been HUGE additions to the book, IMO. Likewise, I'd have love to see some sourcing - ie,

where you can go to get killer deals on solar panels with blemishes (no change in output, but you

can typically buy for fifty cents on the dollar). All in all though, this is a great primer for someone



who's interested in the topic but doesn't quite know where to start.

I don't know who these other reviewers are who left amazing reviews--but I'm now suspicious that

they're the author's friends. This "survivalist handbook" is shorter than a pamphlet on headlice from

your kid's school! I opened the package and at first had to laugh...what the h*ll am I going to be

prepared for with information this short?! From the cover, the description, and the reviews I thought I

was buying a comprehensive guide to getting ready in advance for a variety of situations. Instead,

all I got ready for was to piss away ten bucks.

Maybe living off the grid doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t appeal to you, it sure doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

appeal to me. However, surviving a major disaster is something that does and should to you too.

This book should be every survivalistÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s bible. From short-term survival needs to

long=term survival essentials this book covers it all. There are many great ideas on how to create

shelter whether you are surviving a hurricane or the nuclear holocaust. From expert ideas on how to

stockpile and can food to raising the appropriate livestock these tips are sure to keep you alive even

in the toughest of conditions. There are also many great ideas that can be used in everyday living,

not just in a survivalist environment. There are also great ideas on long-term energy needs using

anything from solar to biomass energy. There are many great ideas on how to protect yourself and

your family when faced with a bio or a natural disaster. Even if you have never considered living off

the grid, you owe to yourself to read this book to learn how to survive through just about any

disaster.

This book covers a lot of stuff that I didn't realize should be covered and is the best book I have

read on the topic. From a woman's perspective, ladies, this book can help you understand even

more what the guys are talking about, and make you an invaluable member of any group or team.

Everything from canning to self-defense is in this book. A must-have emergency manual should

there be a catastrophe, manmade or natural. Great read for those who arenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

intending to live off the grid and the perfect guide for those who are thinking about doing so.

This was a great read. I appreciate the list of foods to have on hand for one yr per person. It was

also good to know how to garden with results. Thanks



Great for thoses who wants to be self sufficient

For a basic guide it is very handy for getting things together.
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